
Cylinders ISO series 
ISO cylinders are designed to meet with the
international standard 6431/15552 ISO
normative. They are standard magnetic till
diameter 100, and cushioned till diameter 200.
Heads are made of aluminium alloy, cast or
die cast.

ISO CYLINDERS 
ISO SERIES

versions
double force tandem
double force opposed
passing through piston rod
magnetic/non magnetic
NBR/FKM gaskets
...
any kind of variants you need, we can do
them.
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female hingeISO Ai
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male hinge +
male/female hingeISO Ai
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counter hinge +
flangeISO Ai
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feet +
intermediate hingeISO Ai
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passing through
piston rodISO Ai
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The ISO15552 standard offers pneumatic cylinders up to a diameter of 320mm
AIR MATIC is specialized in big diameters: this product is created for any application were big thrust force is needed,
combined with the flexibility, safety and simplicity of an air supply.
Our d250 and 320mm ISO15552 are designed and built entirely in anodised aluminium. Their heads obtained from a
single block of aluminum by CNC machines.
Like all special cylinders AIR MATIC is ATEX certified and can be modified in many of its dimensional and technical
features.
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Big Bores 250  
and 320
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The ISO15552 standard offers pneumatic cylinders up to a diameter of 320mm
AIR MATIC has been offering its d400 standard for over twenty years.
This porduct was creatied for steel mills and has wide diffusion wherever very big thrust force is needed.
Our d400 is designed and built entirely on house, with six or more tie rods. Tje round section heads are obtained from
a single aluminium block.
Tube is always made of steel, so magnetic version isn't available.
Like any AIR MATIC cylinder, the d400 is ATEX certified and can be modified in ,any of its dimensional and technical
features.
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